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What’s Happening

Robert Tucker

Promoting CNRHA

We are saddened to report that Bob
Tucker, who recently retired from his role as
CNRHA’s long-serving British representative (see CN LINES Vol. 20 No. 1, page 3),
passed away on July 17, 2020.

Pandemic-related cancellation of train
shows has meant that CNRHA Promotions
Managers Ed Freeman (Eastern Canada) and
Grant Morgan (Western Canada) haven’t
been able to connect face-to-face with prospective or renewing members in 2020, but
members still have access to an expanding
range of CNRHA special projects, including
new downloadable reprints of selected CN
LINES articles. Details at www.cnrha.ca.

CN LINES Pricing and Distribution

Ray Matthews

We have been able to hold prices for a
very long time thanks to all our volunteers,
a robust membership, extra contributions
from our sustaining members and excellent
support from many hobby shops. After
absorbing increased printing and postage
costs since 2002, it has become necessary
to raise prices for CNRHA memberships
as well as individual copies of CN LINES.
The new member pricing is shown on
page 2. This modest increase will ensure
the publication and distribution of CN
LINES going forward, maintaining the
high standards that readers have come to
expect from CNRHA.
Postage costs have increased dramatically
in recent years, for domestic and international
shipments, and this unfortunate trend is
certain to continue. Although members’
copies of CN LINES are mailed directly from
our printer at a preferred permit rate, laterenewal copies must be mailed individually
by CNRHA at significantly higher Canada
Post counter rates.
This makes it especially important for
members to note their upcoming membership expiry date, now printed prominently
on the address flysheet of their mailed
magazines, and to please renew promptly
before that expiration date.
We have taken steps to make the renewal
process as fast and easy as possible by encouraging the use of secure online Paypal
and Interac options (see the Membership
section on page 2 for details). We have also
introduced a six-issue membership option,
with the added benefit of a lower cost per
issue than the basic four-issue membership.
In these times of increased environmental awareness, it’s also worth noting that the
clear plastic wrap that protects members’
copies of CN LINES during mailing is
biodegradable and, where facilities exist,
recyclable.

A longtime supporter of CNRHA, Ray
Matthews died on May 13, 2020, at age
85. Born in Calgary in 1934, he joined the
CNR as a brakeman at age 17. He retired
from the railway 40 years later as assistant
superintendent, having worked along the
way at Jasper, Burnaby, Smithers, Biggar,
Edmonton, North Delta and Montreal.
Ray was an accomplished photographer
and knowledgeable author, and his photo
collection now resides at the Glenbow Museum Archives in Calgary.
James A. Brown

Photographer, author, railway preservationist and historian James A. Brown
passed away on September 15, 2020, at
age 82. Enjoying a long career in Canada’s
railway industry (initially with CPR and
CN before moving to Toronto’s GO Transit
in 1972), in his spare time Brown earned a
reputation as a talented photographer and
writer. His byline and photo credit became
familiar to readers of Trains magazine, the
UCRS Newsletter and other publications,
including CN LINES.

CN’s Heritage Locomotives

As this issue went to press, CN had
repainted five locomotives in “heritage”
schemes of merged railways to commemorate the 25th anniversary of CN’s
privatization in November 1995. GTW
“Burdakin blue” SD70M-2 No. 8952 was
the first repainted unit to emerge, on October 10. It was followed in late October by
four ET44AC units: No. 3008, in Illinois
Central black; No. 3023, in Elgin, Joliet
& Eastern orange; No. 3069, in Wisconsin Central maroon and yellow; and No.
3115, in BC Rail red/white/blue. All five
units — the last four with most of their
graphics temporarily taped over — were
sent to Montreal and stored prior to their
official public unveiling in mid-November.
On November 11, 2020, CN also unveiled two ET44AC locomotives, Nos.
3015 and 3233, specially painted to honour
Canadian and U.S. veterans.

Fresh from the paint shop but with markings obscured, CN locomotives in commemorative WC
and EJ&E colours pass through Coteau, Que., on October 26, 2020. —Both, Ken Goslett

CNRHA’s New Vice Chairman

We welcome Marc Simpson to this new
CNRHA executive role, with responsibility for developing the group’s social media
presence as we seek to reach new potential
members and markets.
Volume 20, Number 2
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CN’s Rebuilt
F- unit Fleet
Part 2
Modelling the F7Au and F7Bu in HO
by Marc Simpson

T

he prototype research presented
in Part 1 (CN Lines Vol. 20 No.
1) was used to aid in creating HO
scale models for my northern Manitoba
themed layout. Members of CN’s F7Au
fleet were fixtures in northern Manitoba
until their retirement, and VIA Rail
Canada also used leased CN F7Au power
on Winnipeg–Churchill trains 92 and 93,
the Hudson Bay, until they were replaced
by rebuilt FP9A units in the mid-1980s.
		 There have been a number of articles
in the modelling press about CN F-units,
covering both the as-delivered and rebuilt
fleets. Most notably, Reg Neale’s article in
the April 2000 issue of Rail Model Journal
gave good coverage of how he built models using the Intermountain F-unit kit as
his starting point. With the subsequent
introduction of the Highliners/Athearn
Genesis F-unit, we have what may be the
ultimate starting point for building accurate models of these iconic workhorses.
		 The Intermountain and Walthers F-unit
models are also reasonable starting points,
although they are not as finely rendered
as the Genesis model. The older Stewart/
Bowser model can also be used, but its
nose contours are not rendered as accurately as the newer-generation models. As well,
the Stewart/Bowser side grills are molded
onto the shell, making it more difficult to
model locomotives with different types of
side grills. F7A or F7B models from other
manufacturers have issues with roof contours, nose contours and rendering of the
windshields, among other things.
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		 I chose to model F7Au Nos. 9168
and 9172 and F7Bu No. 9198, and used
Highliners shells on Athearn Genesis and
Stewart drives as my starting point for
modelling these units. On my “mustdo” list was CN No. 9172, which was
the last F7Au I saw in active service on
CN. Thanks to the generosity of Mark
Perry, I had numerous photos of various
other F7Au units in service in northern
Manitoba. No. 9168 was photographed
from many angles, so I chose to model
this unit. I have slides of F7Bu No. 9198
from a number of angles, so this was also
an obvious unit to model.
		 Another excellent reference source for
CN’s F7Au fleet, and one that I often refer
to, is www.cnrphotos.com. It has numerous views of almost the entire fleet over
much of their active careers.
Grills
		 Nos. 9168, 9172 and 9198 had the
horizontal-pattern grill, so I applied
Highliners grills to the two A units. (See
Part 1, in CN Lines Vol. 20 No. 1, for
discussion of this and other specific areas
on CN’s prototype units.) On the B-unit,
I used etched grills from Kaslo Shops as I
had these on hand. I used aircraft modellers’ canopy glue to mount the grills.
This adhesive goes on well, dries clear and
gives a very solid yet flexible attachment.
		
Nose MU doors
		 There are a couple of options in modelling these doors. The simplest is to use

0.003" shim brass, cut to the appropriate
size and glued to the nose. Or, you can
do it the hard way (like I did) and open
up the engineer’s-side plug door. Most
photos seem to show this door either
open or missing completely. I used a 0.03"
drill to start, followed by careful filing
with a small square file to open a square
hole approximately a scale 10"x10" in
size. Frequent measurements and ensuring everything was square and true gives a
nice result.
		 After I had the hole squared up and
properly sized, I glued a Details West MU
plug to a square of styrene and glued this
into the back of the opening. As well,
I added a lip around the outside of the
opening on both units with some 0.006"
wire to represent the lip present on the
prototype. This detail was quite a challenge, but adds some additional visual
interest to the nose.
		 I used some more 0.003" shim brass,
cut to an approximate scale 10" wide by
15" long, for the door on No. 9172. I
bent it to form a scale 10"x10" door. I
used the remaining 5" portion to attach
the door to the top of the opening. I filed
this section to fit comfortably into the
opening. I left the door at a 45-degree
angle until No. 9172 was painted. After
painting, I bent the door to a fully open
position. I elected to leave the door off of
No. 9168, as in several photos of this unit
the engineer’s-side door is missing. These
doors often seemed to come off, likely
due to flapping in the breeze as they often
CN LINES

seemed to be left open even when the plug
was not in use.

above The author’s HO-scale models of CN F7Au Nos. 9172 and 9168 lead a VIA train in a
northern Manitoba setting. —Marc Simpson

Horizontal nose grab irons
		 CN equipped its rebuilt F7A units with
a horizontal grab iron below the number
boards. These were approximately a scale
36" long and were mounted just above the
louvers on the nose. I based the mounting location for these grabs on numerous
photos. The outer mounting position was
roughly vertically below the outer edge of
the number board. The inner mounting
position was roughly 33" from the edge
of the nose door. These grabs were bent to
match the curve of the nose.

below

Headlight
		 CN replaced the original single-bulb
reflector housing with a modern standard twin-sealed-beam headlight. The
Highliners kit comes with this assembly
on the clear parts sprue. It is a perfect fit
in the headlight opening and accurate for
CN’s rebuilds.
Pilot
		 The prototype CN pilot varies somewhat from the kit version. The opening
for the coupler needs to be enlarged on the
conductor’s side. This can be done using a
small rounded file. The cover of CN Lines
Vol. 9 No. 2 has an excellent head-on view
of CN No. 9171 in the Prince George,
B.C., roundhouse that clearly shows the
opening. Carefully file the opening to
match the prototype photo.
Volume 20, Number 2

Nose and roof details added to the author’s Highliners shells and visible in this
workbench view include MU doors, MU hose brackets, ditch-light brackets, enlarged pilot
openings, horizontal grab irons, bells, horns, radio antennae and cab sunshades. —Marc Simpson

		 As well, the sides of the pilot are
straight, without the “kick-out” angle at
the side step on the model’s pilot. This
angle above the step can be easily filed off
so the side of the pilot is straight.
MU cables
		 The steel bracket supporting the front
MU cables can be modeled with a piece
of 0.003" shim brass trimmed to a scale
12"x15" with a scale 4" face to mount the
hoses. The brass shim can be mounted
between the pilot and anticlimber, as the
pilot is a separate part with a narrow gap
at this location.

		 You can use the scale bolt heads on
the Highliners pilot to locate the MU
hose bracket. The inside of the MU hose
assembly is located even with the sixth
bolt from the center buffer. If desired, a
small notch the width of the shim brass
can be cut into the top of the pilot to
accommodate the brass part.
		 Prior to mounting the shim you can
add three pieces of 0.015" diameter brass
wire, each extending to the rear of the
face of the brass shim part at this location,
to represent the piping to the MU hoses.
This is an easy step that adds some subtle
detail to the unit.
5

CN and CNWX
Cylindrical Four-Bay
Grain Hoppers
4,550-cu.-ft. cars built by Marine Industries Ltd.
by Ian Cranstone, Al Lill, Don McQueen and Darrell Sawyer

B

eginning in 1965, the cylindrical
covered hopper was introduced to
CN, and rapidly became the standard
Canadian design to supplement and eventually replace single-sheathed and all-steel
box cars in grain service. Produced in
various capacities ranging from 3,800 to
4,550 cu. ft., these cars were built in large
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numbers for most Canadian railways and
private/government car operators.
		 During the early 1970s a major shortage of grain cars developed in Canada.
Railways were reluctant to invest in new
cars, given the artificially low rate for
moving grain in Canada, and as a result
the Canadian government stepped in to

provide the desperately needed grain cars
under the mantle of the Canadian Wheat
Board. Cars with reporting marks CNWX
were assigned to service on Canadian
National, those with CPWX reporting
marks were assigned to Canadian Pacific,
and they rarely wandered from their
assigned road.
CN LINES

left CN 382626, built in August 1981 by
MIL, was spotted on the Goderich-Exeter
Railway at Top Notch Feeds in Seaforth, Ont.,
on March 27, 1989. Note the weathering of
this car’s original CN paint scheme, less than
eight years after being built. —Don McQueen
above CNWX 111597, at Stratford, Ont., in
February 1989, was built in August 1985 by
MIL. —Bruce Douglas; Don McQueen Collection

Shown in 2009, CNWX 396800 is a
weathered example of the Canadian Wheat
Board salmon-and-yellow paint scheme that
was applied to cylindrical cars from all three
major Canadian builders. —Don McQueen

right

		 CN also had many similar cars of
its own, produced by all three major
Canadian freight-car builders: HawkerSiddeley (HST), Marine Industries Ltd.
(MIL) and National Steel Car (NSC). In
addition, both MIL and NSC built slightly larger 4,650-cu.-ft. versions, which was
the minimum size considered necessary by
U.S. operators.
		 Cylindrical hopper cars built for grain
service had trough hatches spanning the
length of the body top. Otherwise similar
cars designed for potash service had a
series of round hatches spaced along the
car’s length.
		 In this article we will focus on the
4,550-cu.-ft. cars built by MIL for grain
service with CN and CNWX reporting
marks. These are the prototypes for models to be produced by North American
Railcar Corporation for Pacific Western
Rail Systems in both HO and N scales,
including one decorated for the CNRHA
— our first-ever “club car.”
Volume 20, Number 2

Canadian Wheat Board/
Government of Canada
		 All three Canadian builders were
involved in producing a fairly standardized 100-ton cylindrical car, which has
become synonymous with Canadian grain
movements.
		 Cars of this design were bought by the
Canadian Wheat Board and Government
of Canada with CNWX reporting marks.
This fleet was managed by the Canadian
Wheat Board (1/1973-10/2016), and
more recently by G3 Canada Limited
(2017-present).
		 Ownership of CNWX cars was transferred to CN circa 2003, with the cars
added to the CN listing in the April 2003
issue of the Official Railway Equipment
Register. Reporting marks were changed
to CN by simply painting out the “WX”.
ORER listings show CNWX cars gradually being transferred, and by 2014 this
program was essentially complete, with
only CNWX 100927 still listed after that

date. A similar transfer of CPWX cars
to CP reporting marks took place at the
same time.
CNWX 1xxxxx series
		 Marine Industries Limited built several lots of cylindrical cars in the CNWX
1xxxxx series between late 1972 and 1985:
CNWX 100000 -100499, built 12/72 - 3/73,
in service 1/73 - 7/14; renumbered CN
100002 -100499 beginning in 2003.
CNWX 101286 -101299, built 9/81, in service
1/82 -10/08; renumbered CN 101286101299 between 2003 and 2008.
CNWX 109450 -109552, built 10 -11/82, in
service 10/82 -10/12; renumbered CN
109450-109552 between 2003 and 2012.
CNWX 110317 -110329, built /83 -1/84, in
service 10/83 -10/12; renumbered CN
110317 -110329 between 2003 and 2012.
CNWX 111520 -111643, built 8/85, in service 10/85 -10/12; renumbered CN
111520 -111643 beginning in 2003.
CNWX 111644 -111868, built 9 -10/85, in
service 1/86 -10/12; renumbered CN
111644 -111868 beginning in 2003.
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Grand Trunk’s
New England Stations
Part 1: Portland to Mechanic Falls, Maine
by Thornton Waite

T

he easternmost portion of the Grand
Trunk Railway was essentially a single-track line between Portland, Maine,
and Montreal, a distance of 297 miles,
with 165.14 of those miles in the New
England states of Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont. There were two minor GTR
branch lines in Maine, one from Lewiston
Junction to Lewiston and another from
South Paris to Norway. The division point
station was Island Pond, Vt., roughly halfway between Montreal and Portland, and
there were shops in Gorham, N.H., for
several years. There were interchanges with
the Boston & Maine (B&M) and Maine
Central (MEC) railroads along the route.
		 The rail line was built by the Atlantic &
St. Lawrence Railroad and the St. Lawrence
& Atlantic Railway, with the two meeting at Island Pond. The Atlantic & St.
Lawrence Railroad was incorporated in
Maine on February 10, 1845, by John
Alfred Poor, and construction began at
Portland on July 4, 1846. Poor envisioned an international railroad from the
United States to Canada through New
Hampshire’s White Mountains. Freight
from Canada would then be shipped to
U.S. Atlantic coastal ports and overseas
via Portland, an ice-free port, during the
winter months.
		 Construction began as a broad-gauge
line. Work also began in 1846 on the
St. Lawrence & Atlantic, which had
been incorporated to build south from
Montreal. On July 1, 1853, the Grand
Trunk Railway of Canada (GTR) got control of both the A&SL and SL&A. The
Atlantic & St. Lawrence was leased to the
GTR for 999 years on July 1, 1853, and at
the same time the SL&A also went under
GTR control.
20 				

		 The line was opened between Portland
and Montreal in July 1853, and was
the first international railway in North
America. It was built to the broad gauge of
5'6", but was changed to standard gauge
on September 26, 1874.
		 The line was known for many years
as the Portland District and Portland
Division of the Grand Trunk Railway.
		 For many years the railroad operated
two through passenger trains between
Montreal and Portland, one during the
day and the other at night, as well as a
few local passenger trains along specific
segments on the main line and over the
branch lines. The night train came off
in 1940 and the day train ended in
1960, while the local trains were gradually dropped over the years. After 1960,
GT ran summer-weekend-only trains for
tourist traffic from Montreal to the Maine
beaches through the summer of 1967.
		 To serve its passengers, the Saint
Lawrence & Atlantic Railroad at one point
had 32 stations in New England. The first
of these were simple wood-framed buildings, adequate for the small towns and
villages along the route. Over the years
some of them burned down or otherwise
had to be replaced, and the new depots
were sometimes larger buildings to reflect
the fact the towns had grown and that the
railroad business had increased. Business
increased on the line to the point that the
railway could afford to build many substantial new depots in the first decade of
the 20th century. New 90-pound rail was
laid in 1911, and bridges were rebuilt in
1912. GTR President Charles M. Hays’
plans to expand the railway into southern
New England ended with his ill-fated trip
on RMS Titanic in April 1912.

		 Although the railroad prospered during
both world wars, the Grand Trunk lost traffic in the 1920s as its new owner, Canadian
National, diverted freight to Halifax. The
Great Depression and improved highways
resulted in further loss of rail traffic, with
a corresponding reduction in the number
of active depots. Many of the smaller
ones were torn down or sold off to reduce
property taxes and maintenance costs, and
most of the remaining depots were closed
following the end of passenger service in
the 1960s, and the withdrawal of local
freight agents made most of the remaining
depots redundant.
		 Today, most of the depots are gone,
but a few remain and have been preserved and are being used for other purposes. Remaining depots in Maine are
at Lewiston, Yarmouth, South Paris and
Gilead. In New Hampshire there are still
depots at Berlin, Gorham and North
Stratford, and the Island Pond station is
still standing in Vermont. Some towns also
had other railroad-related structures, such
as engine houses and freight houses, which
have also been razed.
		 The depots ranged in size from the
major terminal at Portland to smaller, simple wood-framed buildings, sized to serve
the local community. Few provided living
quarters for the station agent. One interesting design feature of the depots was that
many had the station name in large letters
on the shingled roof, and two of them had
the well-known “witch’s hat” conical roof
on one end of the depot building.
		 In 1853, when the railroad was opened,
S.B. Beckett wrote the Portland WhiteMountains & Montreal Rail-Road Guide,
describing the sights along the Atlantic &
St. Lawrence and St. Lawrence & Atlantic
CN LINES

lines, along with information on visiting
the White Mountains, which were becoming a popular tourist destination.
		 Travel was not for the faint-of-heart at
the time Beckett wrote his guide. An addendum noted that, for the 1855 season, one
could depart New York City by overnight
steamship, arriving in Boston in time to
board the early-morning B&M or Eastern
Railroad trains to Portland. After laying over
in Portland for an hour, the traveler could
board the “Broad Guage [sic] Track, Wide
and Spacious Cars” of the GTR, arriving at
White Mountain House Station House in
Gorham, N.H., at 5 pm and Island Pond
at 7:10 pm. After spending the night at
Island Pond, travelers could continue to
Montreal and Quebec City the next morning. Describing the line, Beckett wrote:
“The Atlantic and St. Lawrence Rail
Road, one of the noblest works of
our country, has provided a means
to meet the wants of those crowds.
This road commences at Portland,
Me., and passing through some of
the finest scenery of the North, on
its way to Montreal, sets down the
mountain excursionist at Gorham,
N.H., in the midst of the loftiest
crags and wildest steeps of those
heaven piercing summits, in from
three to four hours, the distance
being about ninety miles.”
		 The stations discussed in this article
are those listed in the Location, Description
and Dimensions of all Stations, Buildings,
Volume 20, Number 2

above Detail of a circa-1885 Grand Trunk map showing route through New England. Although
it appears that GTR and Maine Central connected in Lewiston, they did not. —Library of Congress

Agents, and Section Houses, Stock Pens,
etc., published by the GTR in 1907.
Unless otherwise noted, dimensions and
construction details given for stations and
ancillary buildings were sourced from this
publication. Milepost numbers (MP) are
the distance from GTR’s Portland station
on India Steet, based on the January 6,
1926, employee timetable, supplemented
by mileages in the 1907 listing.
		 At this time, there were 31 station stops
on the 165.14 miles of Grand Trunk rail
line in New England.

“Portland is connected with Boston
by two rail lines ... and by two or
three lines of steam packets, the
principal of the latter being that
of the Portland and Boston Steam
Navigation Company, which runs
a line of new, staunch, and elegant
boats, daily each way ... the regular
price for tickets by steamer being
only one dollar, and that by rail road
being two dollars, the distance by
either route being not far from one
hundred and five miles.”

		 Portland (MP 0.0, Elevation 15') is the
largest city in Maine, with a population of
66,215 in 2019. Portland became a major
railroad junction, with GTR, B&M and
MEC interchanging traffic at or near the
city. It was also an important shipping
point to and from Europe for freight and
passengers; many immigrants arrived at
Portland destined for points in Canada.
Large quantities of Canadian grain were
shipped from the Portland docks and
GTR elevators. B&M and MEC shared
Portland Union Station, while Grand
Trunk maintained a separate facility across
town. During the late 1920 and 1930s
there was talk of having all three railroads
share a station in Portland, but the companies could never agree on when, where and
how to build a true union station.
		 Discussing the transportation options
between Portland and Boston in the early
1850s, Beckett wrote:

		 Grand Trunk and its predecessor A&SL
had more than one station at Portland over
the years. The first, built in 1848, was a
simple wood building with a side house.
		 The replacement depot, built in 1855,
was a large brick building with a steep
gable roof on wood trusses, designed by
Francis Thompson, a Montreal architect
who did work for both GTR and SL&A.
		 The station had a large trainshed which
the trains passed through. A two-storey,
19-bay headhouse on one side under the
trainshed was designed to handle large
influxes of immigrants disembarking
ships from Europe. It was located on the
east side of India Street at the corner of
Commercial Street and south of Fore
Street, and the tracks approached from
the east. The roundhouse and shops were
to the north and east of the depot, and
the freight depot and wharves were to the
south of the station building.
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Marketing Canadian Nation
Radio, Magazines, Posters
and Tourist Booklets
by Andrew Elliott

Archivist, Science and Governance Division, Archives Branch, Library and Archives Canada

and Rian Manson

Archival Assistant, Science and Governance Division, Archives Branch, Library and Archives Canada

C

anadian National Railways’ vast and
rich archival collection at Library and
Archives Canada (LAC) — nearly 16,000
containers of archival material, see MIKAN
95 or RG30 — is like the company itself: a
many-headed hydra. The myriad company
functions reflected the perceived need for
the company to be all things to all people,
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and as such, the fonds has numerous series
and sub-series. Because of this plentitude, it
may be hard for a researcher (and archivist)
to know where to look first.
Worth looking at in more detail is some
very interesting material relating to the
marketing of the company. Much of this
promotional material was created by the

company’s Public Relations Department.
This department’s role was to advance the
public reputation of Canadian National
Railways and its associated services, and
to ensure public support for the welfare of
the Railway system and associated services
such as steamships. The principal medium of promotional advertisement was
CN LINES
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al to Canada and the World
through the daily newspapers, magazines,
radio and television, while a second-mostfavored category was through the issuance
of tourist, hotel and steamship booklets,
leaflets and dodgers (circulars).
According to an internal report published in 1934, the then-named Publicity
Department was composed of various
“services” including Press, Advertising,
Photographic and Display, and Magazines.
Until the end of 1933, when the Radio
Bureau was disbanded (to coincide with the
establishment of the CBC), it too was part
of the departmental services. In addition to
headquarters, regional offices were located in
London (England), New York City, Toronto,
Moncton, Winnipeg and Vancouver. There
Volume 20, Number 2

were 55 employees, including 15 staff working for the Director of Publicity, three for
press services, two for advertising services,
seven for photo and displays, three for the
magazine, seven for the London office, one
for the New York office, two for the Toronto
office, three for the Moncton office, four for
the Winnipeg office, two for the Vancouver
office, and 16 staff in the Chicago office.
The Director of Publicity, Walter Scott
Thompson, had been with CNR for 20
years, was paid a then-substantial $9,500 a
year, and prior to joining CNR had worked
for several Montreal newspapers.
In 1934, CNR spent $415,000 for
advertising, $75,000 for press services,
$81,000 for photo and exhibits services,

and $10,000 for the company magazine.
More specifically, it spent $29,000 for leaflets and $26,000 for tourist booklets. The
number of magazines printed that year
was 367,235, with 72,000 sent for free to
traffic managers of industrial enterprises.
As noted, additional offices were located in Chicago and London. Over time,
changes were made to the organizational
structure, and included formation of a
News Service, the issuance of a Daily Report
(a compilation of selected press reports,
editorials and the like) and an employee
magazine that was published in English
and, beginning in January 1958, French.
The photographic and display service
provided support for the creation of the
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Snowplow Operations
on P.E.I. in 1978
by Keith Hansen and Ted Rafuse

Photographs by Keith Hansen

On Monday, March 6, 1978, during the tail end of a winter storm, CN
plow No. 55198 is pushed by GE 70-ton units 35, 41 and 30 near St.
Peters Bay, Prince Edward Island, on the line to Souris.
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n March 1978, railfan and author
Keith Hansen drove from his home
in Ontario to Prince Edward Island,
primarily to photograph CN’s 70-ton
General Electric diesel locomotives in
action during the winter season. His
trip lasted three days, during which he
recorded brief hand-written notes regarding the communities and the weather he
observed.
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In his first note, dated Monday, March
6, he wrote, “Day dawned grey and very
windy. On the previous Friday/Saturday
the Island had received from 15 to 18
cms of snow with winds gusting to 70
kph. Skies were clear on Sunday, but the
clouds have returned today. The wind is
blowing at 35-50 kph resulting in drifting
snow having closed all roads save for #2
highway, which in many places was barely

passable. The Royal Canadian Mounted
Police had advised that if it wasn’t necessary to drive, one should not be out on
the roads. But of course it was necessary
for me to go out after having driven all
the way from Ontario for some winter
railfanning of GE 70-ton locomotives in
action. A lady had called radio station
CFCY to say that it was the worst storm
in many years.”
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Steam at Oshawa
by John H. Martin
All photographs by the late Robert Holden, Sr.

Oshawa, Ont., on the north shore of
Lake Ontario some 50 kilometres east
of Toronto, was incorporated as a village
in 1849, after its population had soared
during the first half of the 19th century.
Oshawa’s harbour was known as Port
Sydenham, located five kilometres from
the centre of the village. A great deal of
goods came through the port, but this
all changed when the railway arrived
in 1856. That year, the Grand Trunk
Railway (GTR) built one of its standard seven-bay stone stations, located
east of Simcoe Street South. It was later
42

enlarged, gaining an additional 15 bays.
In 1895 the electrified Oshawa Railway
(OR) was opened, with a CNR connection near the Grand Trunk station.
GTR took over operation of the Oshawa Railway in 1911, and acquired the
property as a subsidiary in 1912.
Industry in Oshawa had been
steadily growing since the 1850s, and
by 1920, with the automobile industry
thriving, it was nicknamed the “Manchester of Canada” (after the industrial
centre in the north of England). By the
early 1900s, the original GTR station

had been replaced by the structure visible in the accompanying photographs.
Originally named Oshawa Junction, to
recognize its junction with the OR and
to distinguish it from the other stations
Oshawa would have in the following
decade, the name was changed to simply “Oshawa”. This occurred after the
GTR was acquired by the Canadian
National Railways in 1923. The station,
adjacent to Simcoe Street South, was
located at mile 300.5 on the Oshawa
Subdivision and was given station number 41780.
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14, the International Limited, due in
just after 10:00 pm. No. 16, the Maple
Leaf, was the last eastbound arriving at
12:22 am.
Westbound trains included No. 19,
the first train at 5:22 am, followed by
No. 17, the Inter City Limited, and then
No. 5, the LaSalle, at 4:20 pm. Pool
train No. 9, which was a daily train
except for Saturday and Sunday, arrived
in the early evening. No. 109 was a
Sunday-only train that closely followed
No. 9’s schedule. No. 15, the International Limited, was the last daily westbound arriving at 8:47 pm. In many
cases during the war years, and particularly through holiday periods, these
trains ran in multiple sections.

above Streamlined U-4-a class Northern No. 6404 has made a station stop at Oshawa. The
fireman is up checking the tender as the engineer keeps an eye on the baggage loading before
getting the highball to head west to Toronto Union Station. This is probably Train No. 5, the
La Salle. This engine, built in July 1936, was scrapped in April 1960. Although undated, the
photographs accompanying this article appear to have been taken in the late 1940s.

In 1967, CN built a modern new
station a short distance west of downtown Oshawa to replace the previous
structure, which was demolished. This
new station was partially rebuilt by VIA
Rail Canada in the early 1990s and
continued to serve the community until
a large new VIA/GO Transit station
opened on the same site in 2018.
Passenger Operations
All CNR mainline passenger trains
stopped at Oshawa. With reference to
the employee timetable effective SepVolume 20, Number 2

tember 29, 1940, eastbound trains
included No. 18 a daily-except-Monday
train, which was the first train of the
day, stopping at 10:00 am. No. 118 was
the Detroit-to-Montreal train that ran
Monday only about 30 to 40 minutes
later than No. 18’s schedule. This was
followed by Pool train No. 10, which
was, with the exception of Saturday
and Sunday, daily in the early afternoon. The Saturday-only No. 110 ran
about 30 minutes earlier than No. 10’s
schedule. No. 6, the Inter City Limited,
arrived just before 5:00pm, with No.

Freight Operations
As might be expected, there were
numerous manifest freight trains passing through Oshawa on CNR’s busy
Toronto-to-Montreal main line.
Freights 442, 492, 490 and 444 were
daily eastbounds, with times shown
in the employee timetable between
Danforth and Belleville. No. 490 ran
between Chicago and Portland, Maine,
and No. 492 was also headed for the
Grand Trunk and Portland. Train 442
was an overnight run, while No. 492
was scheduled through Danforth at
7:00 am. Second 492 ran daily except
Monday and Second 444 ran daily
except Sunday. An Advance 444 was
shown running daily except Sunday.
Daily westbounds included 493,
491 and Advance 495. Train 495 was
through Oshawa in the early morning
and ran daily except Monday and the
day following a holiday. Both 493 and
491 ran from the Grand Trunk in New
England to Chicago and were afternoon trains, while Advance 495 was
through Oshawa around midnight. As
with many of the passenger trains, there
was no shortage of extra movements.
In terms of way freights, an eastbound was scheduled to leave the Don
around noon and work to Port Hope
on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday.
On Tuesday, Friday and Saturday it left
the Don at 11:00am (except a half hour
earlier on Saturday). Its counterpart left
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CN Machinist’s
Tool Box

by George Reynard
with Mike Chandler and Chuck Laws
Photos by George Reynard unless noted

Tools of the trade from the 1950s
Born in 1917, my father, Fred Reynard,
began his working career at the Canadian
Power Boat Co. in Montreal, which was
supplying equipment to the military during World War II. In 1946, he joined
Western Pattern Works at 217 Young
Street in the Griffintown area of Montreal.
While working there he took night courses
to become qualified as a machinist. In late
1949, he was hired by CNR at the Pointe
St. Charles shops in Montreal.1 Ironically,
both his father and father-in-law worked
for the competition, Canadian Pacific, in
Montreal (at Glen Yard and Angus Shops,
respectively).
		 Fred Reynard likely acquired his wooden toolbox and some basic hand tools
from the company when he joined the
CNR, but he was probably responsible
for buying his own measuring equipment.
(See sidebar by Mike Chandler on page
19.) He worked at fabricating or repairing
parts for steam and then for diesel locoVolume 20, Number 2

motives. He was active both in first-aid
training/competitions and with the CN
Employees’ Credit Union (which had an
office on LeBer Street).

		 After his retirement from Canadian
National in 1980, my parents moved from
Montreal to St. Catharines and finally to
Burlington, Ont. (following their children

Fred Reynard’s tool box is 14" high, 17.5" wide and 9" deep, and is made mostly of wood
with metal hinges, corner reinforcements, handle and drawer pulls. It weighs 35 pounds with his
machinist’s hand tools and measuring instruments and gauges inside. In the bottom drawer are
calipers used for transferring dimensions of round objects like rods to a new piece on a lathe.
He had two sets of Allen wrenches, the smaller of which is in this drawer.
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